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CHARACTERISTICS
Clinker ceramic paving brick: a high technology process

Construction techniques and technological innovation, have multiplied the benefits of clinker 
pavers front to other paving systems for their optimum performance, both for the transit of 
people as the road traffic. Their natural colours and unlimited aesthetic applications, improve 
the public spaces appearance where they are placed, creating pleasant environments for 
citizens. Its essence, a hundred percent natural, made of paving a sustainable option; does not 
generate waste or pollution and it’s reusable for life.

In La Paloma Cerámicas, creativity in innovation comes from the technology, experience, use of 
robotics, periodic self-assessments in accordance with European Excellence Model standards 
(EFQM), cutting-edge systems deployment of CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and 
the implementation of advanced BRP (Business Resource Planning).



ADVANTAGES

* Rating made with thickness of 5cm for ceramic and stone pavers; 8cm for concrete pavers

COMPARATIVE OF PAVING AS CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

PAVING BRICK 
CONCRETE

PAVING BRICK
STONE

PAVING BRICK 
CERAMIC

CRUSHING STRENGTH (Kg/cm2) 350 320 1000

WATER ABSORPTION (%) < 6 0,3 - 0,6 3

FROST SUSCEPTIBILITY NOT SUSCEPTIBLE NOT SUSCEPTIBLE NOT SUSCEPTIBLE

BENDING STRENGTH (*) (N/mm2) 3,6 1,66 - 3 9

FRICTION WEAR (mm) 20 0,8 - 0,95 0,70

BULK DENSITY (Kg/m3) 2000 2190 2100

SULPHURIC ACID RESISTANCE NO NO SÍ

HARDNESS ACCORDING TO MOHS SCALE 7 9 9

Six compelling reasons for a very solid product

Its great resistance to stress produced 
by the water freezing, makes it the 
most suitable for cold environments.

The characteristics and surface 
properties clinker pavers make walk 
enjoyable and safe thanks to the high 
slip resistance and an attractive design.

Its high mechanical performance, 
enable to withstand high static and 
dynamic traffic areas, both outside and 
inside (sidewalks, streets, squares, gas 
stations, airports, etc..).

Manufactured in the large dimensional 
variety, colour and roof special parts: 
water supply, skirting, etc., allows 
unlimited design.

The clinker pavers of “La Paloma 
Cerámicas”  maintains its durability 
and natural colour over time, winning 
beauty as it ages, being ideal for historic 
environments rehabilitation.

Minimum maintenance, easy and rapid 
execution in work and its long lifetime, 
contribute to an optimization operating 
costs.







Laying

Sand base and leveling

Driveway base (if required)

It is essential to know the ground bearing capacity and its organic analysis also to be controled 
the base and sub-base, if it exists. For road traffic, it is important to consider not placing pavers 
by bonding in the continuous joints, especially parallel to the traffic direction; herringbone 
bonding is more suitable.

The sand with a grain size between 2 and 6 mm, and 3 to 5 cm thick, where the pavers are 
supported, not contain more than 3% organic matter and clay. Be taken into account specified 
by UNE UNE 83-116 83-115 t about friability and wear sand. The pavers will stack while extending 

Why use a flexible surface?

- Using of the sands reduces costs.
- There is no need for expansion joints in this brick paving type.
- It can be used with full guarantee for the paving of the roads withstanding traffic of the heavy 
vehicles.
- It facilitates any kind of subsequent required paving reform.
- This paving can be put to use immediately.

Two important details: Surface drainage and pavers confinement.

Drainage: Water will penetrate through the joints and it will be necessary to ensure that draina-
ge is provided to the lower level of the sand.

Confinement: Before pavers placing, it is important to lay the paving physical borders. The 
kerbs will prevent any horizontal displacement of the pavers subjected to the working charges.

and level the sand, so it is the shortest time it will be uncovered. Should not be excessive 
moisture to avoid water logging. The pavers will be placed just leaving down and have a board 
between each one about 3 to 5 mm, filling of arena to ensure the relative friction between 
pavers, thus avoiding pieces movements.

Laying, compacting, and sealing of the brick paving

Until the paving has been compacted, it must not support loads more then the operators working 
in it placement. During the first phase, when the bricks are settled in the sand, the sand partially 
fills the joints; then, the joints are completely sealed with the sand and a new compacting cycle 
is carried out until paving reaches its final state. Sand joints sealing, usually may require several 
passes. Finally, the remaining sand must be swept away; can not be washed with water.

FLEXIBLE PAVING

Execution of flexible surfaces consists of laying the pieces on a bed of coarse sand, precompacted 
without binder and subsequent filling of joints with low-aggregate.

Garden

Concrete footing

Concrete side support
Supporting mortar 
and levelling

Kerb
Ceramic paving bricks

Subbase
Subsoil

Base



The execution of the rigid system consists of the pieces placement with joints and the mortar 
layer, which is placed at the same time on a rigid base.

Laying

RIGID PAVING
Pavement

Concrete side support 

Kerb

Ceramic paving bricks

Mortar flooring

Concrete flooring

Subsoil

4

3

2

1

When to use the rigid surface:

- Paving with gradients more than 9%.
- Areas where continuous projections of water are expected
- When a buying adviser is looking for a wide-joint effect, or when other determining project 
factors require it.

It is essential a great arrangement, taking into the account the pavers dimensions and joints, to 
avoid cut pieces and to mark axes and levels of reference that will be guide to bricklayer. To lay 
the clinker pavers on the mortar layer, will be used rubber hammer and metal or wood rules, 
which will be equalize each sector.

When the pavers have been placed, the best filling for the joints is mortar mixed an equal ratio 
as the settling down, but with fluid consistency. Stains must be cleaned while running the 
landfill without extending the mortar for the piece.

How to clean the paving:

When the mortar in the joint has set, stains can be removed in the following way:

1.- Irrigate the surface to be treated with clean water.
2.- Clean the paving with a mixture of one part of the aqua forts (Hydrochloric acid) and ten 
parts of the water, jet-spraying it or using a scrubbing brush.
3.- Then irrigate once again with plenty water.

When the cleaning has been completed and the minimum of the mortar resistance has been 
attained, the paving will be ready for use.

Expansion joint:

The brick paving expansion joint, about 20 mm width and every 5m any direction, will be made 
to coincide with the joints already arranged in the base layer, with a depth equivalent to the 
whole paving thickness. These joints must be filled with a sufficiently elastic material. It is 
also necessary to use joints in the meeting points with the rigid elements such as manholes, 
lampposts, etc.

In the rigid paving, pavers should not use spacers; it is recommended to use a mortar joint 
between 6 and 10mm to separate them. When the pavers has been laid and correctly aligned 
and levelled, the joints are filled in using mortar with an equal mix ratio as the one used for the 
klinker bricks seating but with a soft or fluid consistency.



WATER DRAINAGE SYSTEMS: THE DRAINAGE IMPORTANCE

Water drainage is the most important to be taken into account to prevent the paving for 
degrading. If the paving is executing on the rigid surface and the joints are also sealed with 
mortar, with appropriate gradients (2.5%), the water will be channelled across the surface to the 
drainage point.

Formation of an input channel with a notch of 1.5 cm maximum width. Placing klinker 
paver in mortar on supporting layer of concrete. Have to provide openings for review 
certain distances.

Formation of an input channel using prefabricated 
elements for pipes cast concrete cap. 

Channel formation of klinker pavers placed on 
mortar (1:3 slope).
Front entrance to a drain. Apart from the rain water 
filtration, other flows as a surface water. As such, 
the paving must be drained in an orderly way.



LAYOUT RECOMMENDED USES & 
MEASUREMENTS

MODELS MEASUREMENTS
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Suitable for road traffic (*suitable for paving made on rigid surface)

Suitable for pedestrians and recreational areas

Suitable for swimming pools and sports centres

Salt (NaCl) resistant. All models

Thinking of the pedestrian

Roads, avenues, squares, mar-
kets, sports centres, parks, pu-
blic swimming pools, and historic 
environments are where ceramic 
clinker pavers come into their 
own.

Traffic areas

Streets in historic centres, in 
residential areas, bus stations, 
service stations and toll booth 
areas, roundabouts, port areas, 
and markets, even where there is 
heavy, slow-moving traffic.

Environments with aggressive 
enviroment

Industrial estates, car loading and 
unloading facilities with chemi-
cals or  aggressive saline environ-
ments, etc.

Brings colour and beautify all environments types. 

Suitable for road traffic (*suitable for paving made on rigid surface)

Suitable for pedestrians and recreational areas

Suitable for swimming pools and sports centres

Salt (NaCl) resistant. All models

Stretcher bond pattern Block or parquet pattern

Diagonal pattern Herringbone pattern

Configuration of corners 
and angles

The herringbone arrangement is ideal for areas exposed to 
road traffic

Tree jardiniere Curves and circles Wall coping



TECHNICAL DATA COLOURS RANGE
AENOR marc for baked-clay paving brick and accesories

Committed to quality.

An harmonized European standard UNE EN 1344:2003 “Specifications for paving brick elements”. Establishes 
the requirements for the bricks and ceramic blocks for the CE marking, according to the Construction Products 
Directive 89/106/EEC. This rule is mandatory from December 1, 2005

La Paloma Ceramicas is part of the spanish association of manufacturers of bricks and clay tiles (HISPALYT) which 
is particularly concerned about the quality and relevance to current regulations of all ceramic products.

navarra

levante

bilbao británico

castilla asturias

escorial lanzarote

RATED DIMENSIONS

POST-BAKING CHEMICAL TREATMENT NO

SATISFACTORY

NOT CONTAINING

CLASE A1   REACTION TO FIRE

ASBESTOS OR FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION

ANEXO B UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO B UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO C UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO D UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO E UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO F UNE-EN 1344

ANEXO G UNE-EN 1344

CLASE F0

CLASE FP100

CLASE T0

≥ 40 ≥ 40 ≥ 40

S.D S.D

S.D

S.D

S.D S.D

S.D

S.D S.D

S.D

Resistant Resistant Resistant

≥ 30

≥ 80

≥ 30 ≥ 15

≥ 30 ≥ 24 ≥ 30 ≥ 24

≥ 80 ≥ 50

≥ 30 ≥ 64

≥ 30 ≥ 30
≥ 0,3 √d ≥ 0,4 √d ≥ 0,3 √d

≥ 0,5 √d ≥ 0,6 √d ≥ 0,5 √d

≥ ---

≥ ---

≥ 55 ≥ 55 ≥ 55

≥ 45 ≥ 45

≥ 35 ≥ 35

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

N/A

N/A

≥ 64 ≥ 80 ≥ 64

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A N/A

N/A

≤ ---

≤ 450 ≤ 450

≤ 1100

≤ 2100

≤ 1100

≤ 450

≤ 7 ≤ 7 ≤ 7

CLASE T1

CLASE T2

CLASE T3

CLASE T4

CLASE A1

CLASE A2

CLASE A3

CLASE U0

CLASE U1

CLASE U2

CLASE U3

S.D

CLASE C

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

RIGID FLOORS
FLEXIBLE FLOORS

DEVIATION TO NOMINAL VALUE

CLASE RO  N/A

CLASE R1

RANGE IN
EVERY DIMENSION

RANGE OF EACH DIMENSION

FROST/THAWING RESISTANCE

TRANSVERSAL YIELD STRENGTH

(CLASS)

ABRASSION STRENGTH
(mean eroded volume in mm2)

SLIP/SKID RESISTANCE

ACID RESISTANCE
(% mass lost)
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
road traffic

Producer AENOR brand UNE-EN 1344

TESTING
METHOD

REQUIRED VALUES

BEHAVIOR IN EXTERNAL FIRE

ACCESORIES: HALF-PAVER, DOUBLE-PAVER, KERB, ROMAN STRIP, BYZANTINE STRIP, PALATINO AND CHANNELLING PIEZE

SUITABLE



COLLECTION

cinza douro
paver jardim

vermelho vulcánico

navarra

levante

vermelho vulcánico castanho mondego bege mourisca pau rosa

asturias bilbao británico

escorial lanzarote castilla



www.ceramica-lapaloma.com

Cmno. del Ferrocarril s/n
45290 Pantoja (Toledo)

+34 925 55 46 00


